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Abstract 
The identification of inorganic materials, which are able to encapsulate environmentally 
important small molecules or ions via host-guest interactions, is crucial for the design and 
development of next-generation energy sources and for storing environmental waste.  
Especially sought after are molecular sponges with the ability to incorporate CO2, gas 
pollutants, or nuclear waste materials such as UO2 and PuO2 oxides or U, Pu, Sr
2+
 or Cs
+
 
ions.  Porous framework structures promise very attractive prospects for applications in 
environmental technologies, if they are able to incorporate CH4 for biogas energy 
applications, or to store H2, which is important for fuel cells e.g. in the automotive industry.  
All of these applications should benefit from the host being resistant to extreme conditions 
such as heat, nuclear radiation, rapid gas expansion, or wear and tear from heavy gas cycling.  
As inorganic tungstates are well known for their thermal stability, and their rigid open-
framework networks, the potential of Na2O-Al2O3-WO3 and Na2O-WO3 phases for such 
applications was evaluated.  To this end, all known experimentally-determined crystal 
structures with the stoichiometric formula MaM’bWcOd (M = any element) are surveyed 
together with all corresponding theoretically calculated NaaAlbWcOd and NaxWyOz structures 
that are statistically likely to form.  Network descriptors that categorize these host structures 
are used to reveal topological patterns in the hosts, including the nature of porous cages 
which are able to accommodate a certain type of guest; this leads to the classification of 
preferential structure types for a given environmental storage application.  Crystal structures 
of two new tungstates NaAlW2O8 (1) and NaAlW3O11 (2) and one updated structure 
determination of Na2W2O7 (3) are also presented from in-house X-ray diffraction studies, and 
their potential merits for environmental applications are assessed against those of this larger 
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data-sourced survey. Overall, results show that tungstate structures with three-nodal 
topologies are most frequently able to accommodate CH4 or H2, while CO2 appears to be 
captured by a wide range of nodal structure types. The computationally generated host 
structures appear systematically smaller than the experimentally determined structures.  For 
the structures of 1 and 2, potential applications in nuclear waste storage seem feasible.   
Introduction  
For many years, porous materials have garnered considerable attention, owing to the wide 
range of applications that they potentially offer.  The removal of pollutants from industrial 
waste,
1–3
 the selective removal and storage of radioactive ions from nuclear waste,
4–7
 and the 
storage of small molecules in alternative energy technologies
8–10
 illustrate just a few of many 
possibilities.  Currently, the focus of interest seems to be centered on organic-inorganic 
hybrid materials, generally known as metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), as these can be 
custom-tailored to a specific pore size.
3,8,11–17
  Thus, MOFs have already demonstrated their 
potential as storage materials for alternative fuels such as CH4 and H2,
8,15,17–19
 as CO2 
reservoirs for pollution-control measures,
3,20
 or, more recently, for the potential uptake of 
volatile organic compounds.
21,22
  The high level of success that MOFs have enjoyed sparked 
a search for other types of molecular architectures, which could be employed for similar 
tasks; this has led to the development of organic analogues of MOFs, of the so-called 
covalent organic frameworks (COFs).
23
  Like MOFs, COFs have already proven their 
potential as storage materials for H2, CH4, CO2, and N2.
9,10
  However, for applications 
involving harsher environmental pollutants, such as the storage of radioactive waste or 
volatile organic compounds, purely inorganic materials continue to dominate in practice.
1,2,4–
7,24,25
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In order to determine the suitability of potential candidates for these types of applications, the 
void spaces in their crystalline solid-state frameworks should be examined initially.  After all, 
only if the guest molecule can be accommodated in the host, are further considerations 
appropriate.  In the ongoing search for usable materials, data mining of structure databases 
can provide a useful tool to identify potential candidates for the applications in hand.  For 
example, a study on Li+ migration maps
26
 examined the structure of channels within lithium-
containing inorganic compounds, using Voronoi-Dirichlet partitioning that is implemented in 
the crystallographic topological analysis program TOPOS.
27
  That study identified 277 out of 
2171 crystal structures which contained suitable conduction channels; 26 of these structures, 
despite not being previously known as solid electrolytes, showed potential promise as ionic 
conductors.   
We herein propose to employ Voronoi-Dirichlet partitioning to investigate the void space 
within cages of 3-dimensional tungstate-based extended framework structures in a similar 
way, i.e. by using topological net descriptors for comparisons in order to conduct a void 
space analysis for identifying possible host/guest combinations.  To the best of our 
knowledge, this represents the first topological analysis of a large survey of tungstate 
structures, which are sourced from experimental and computational data.  Experimental data 
emanate from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) and from in-house 
crystallographic studies of three phases of Na2O-WO3.  Computational data were obtained 
from a structure prediction approach, determining all structures containing Na
+
, W
6+
 and O
2-
 
ions with or without Al
3+
 ions, which are statistically likely to form based on ionic 
substitution considerations of known related structures.  The topological nets and void 
volumes of all these crystal structures are determined and compared in order to assess their 
potential as hosts in host/guest media with environmental applications.  
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In the context of nuclear waste storage applications, the UO2 and PuO2 oxides, U and Pu ions 
of various oxidation states, and Sr
2+
 and Cs
+
 ions are explored as possible guests, out of the 
myriad of waste products found in nuclear waste.  Waste from nuclear facilities, in the form 
of spent nuclear fuel, is found predominantly in the form of uranium or plutonium oxides.
28
  
Furthermore, current efforts, especially among tungstates, are largely focused on 
encapsulating radioactive waste via ion-exchange,
4–7,24,29
 making the containment of U and 
Pu ions also important.  Meanwhile, high activity fission product radionuclides Cs
+
 and Sr
2+
 
provide an additional focus for storage development.  Within waste streams from nuclear 
reactors, 
137
Cs and 
90
Sr generate most of the thermal heat found in high level waste, and 
combined with their relatively short half-lives (<50 years), processing these two elements 
separately from the rest of the waste stream is both practical and beneficial.
30
  In the context 
of environmental waste associated with climate change, the encapsulation of CO2 is evaluated 
with a view to offset carbon emissions.  Meanwhile, the possible inclusion of CH4 and H2 
molecules is considered for alternative energy storage applications, which stand to deter 
carbon emissions.  
The diverse origins of the obtained data also provide the opportunity to make a general 
comparison of experimentally determined against theoretically calculated structures for this 
family of inorganic materials; and to establish a relative ranking of the likely use of three in-
house characterized subject materials NaaAlbWcOd (a =1,2; b = 0,1; c = 2,3; d = 7,8,11) 
within this representative set of all statistically conceivable tungstate framework structures.  
The overarching workflow associated with this topologically-generated data-mining study 
that pair-wise matches host-guest volumes is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1.  The overarching workflow for suiting host-guest pairs in tungstate-based 
structures with porous cages for guest inclusion.  
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Experimental and Computational Methods 
Experimentally-derived crystal structure data of tungstate framework structures.  Data 
for all 378 previously-reported crystal structures of ternary and quaternary tungstates of the 
general formulae MaWyOz or M1aM2bWyOz (M, M1, M2 = any element) were extracted from 
the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD).  284 of this total, which displayed structural 
frameworks that produce cages, were taken forward for full data analysis.  Search parameter 
filters within the ICSD restricted structures to those containing W, O, and either 3 or 4 total 
element species.  From the results, disordered structures, and those with partial occupancy in 
one or more of the atomic sites were manually excluded.  The remaining list of structures was 
further refined by manually removing duplicates (structures with the same chemical formula, 
and spacegroup); among duplicate structures, those with the lowest R1 factor were kept. 
In-house provision of crystal structure data: sample preparation and characterization 
of three Na2O-Al2O3-WO3 and Na2O-WO3 phases.  Samples were prepared as 
previously described elsewhere.
31
  The crystal structures of two new compounds NaAlW2O8 
(1) and NaAlW3O11 (2) were determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction.  Furthermore, 
the crystal structure of Na2W2O7 (3), was determined at low temperature (T = 180(2) K), 
affording an improved structural model on the previously reported room-temperature 
structure.
32
   
Suitable single crystals were mounted onto glass fibers using perfluoropolyether oil.  
Diffraction data for (1) were collected on a Nonius Kappa CCD diffractometer, equipped 
with a monochromatic Mo-Kα (λ = 0.71073 Å) X-ray source and an Oxford Cryosystems 
Cryostream open-flow N2 cooling device.  Cell parameters were refined against data from all 
regions of reciprocal space using HKLScalepack.
33
  Data reduction employed HKLDenzo 
and Scalepack,
33
 while data sets were corrected for Lorentz and polarisation effects, as well 
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as for absorption using SORTAV.
34
  Diffraction data for (2) and (3) were collected on a 
Rigaku Saturn 724+ CCD diffractometer, equipped with a monochromatic Mo-Kα (λ = 
0.71073 Å) X-ray source, SHINE Optics, and an Oxford Cryosystems CryostreamPlus open-
flow N2 cooling device. Cell refinement, data collection, and data reduction were carried out 
with Rigaku CrystalClear-SM Expert 2.0 software,
35
 whereas absorption correction was 
implemented using ABSCOR.
36
  
All structures were solved with direct methods and refined by full-matrix least squares 
methods on F2 using SHELXL-97.
37
  Full details for crystal, data collection and refinement 
parameters are provided in the Supporting Information. 
A few specific technical notes about the structure solution and refinement of (1)-(3) are worth 
mentioning.  Owing to its pseudo-orthorhombic unit cell, the structure of (1) displays a small, 
but nevertheless distinct, pseudo-merohedral twin component, resulting in a fractional twin 
contribution  of 0.16(3)%.  Compound (2) displays significant structural disorder, to the 
extent that its elemental and stoichiometric composition needed verification from energy-
dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis to aid crystal structure determination.  The EDX experiment 
employed a Zeiss Cross Beam scanning electron microscope, which afforded the following 
elemental proportions: Na = 5.47%; Al = 5.13%; W = 15.54%; O = 65.62%.  A residual 
8.34% arising from a contribution of carbon was attributed to surface contamination.  These 
results were particularly important in checking that the compound contained Al, rather than 
Cr, which could have substituted Al as a reaction contaminant.  The structure of (3) matches 
the previously determined crystal structure of this material,
32
 albeit with improved refinement 
statistics and different thermal parameters owing to the low-temperature data collection 
nature of this new study. 
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Theoretically calculated predictions for tungstate structures.  All hypothetically possible 
crystal structures containing any statistically conceivable combination of W, P, Al and O ions 
were generated computationally by using previously described methods.
38
  The possibility of 
individual crystal structures was based on the statistical probability for existing structural 
motifs in the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) to be transmuted into tungstates 
via ionic substitution.  The probability of ionic substitution was determined via a reference 
pair correlation matrix of various ion combinations, where each matrix element, gAB, 
represents the probability of ionic substitution between a given pair of ions A and B.  This 
probability has been pre-calculated by enumerating the relative number of crystal structure 
examples in the ICSD, which differ only in the ions A and B.  This method accordingly 
assesses the relative ease by which a given ion can fit into the crystallographically equivalent 
site of another ion.  Values for gAB were therefore derived from a pre-trained reference 
library of structural homologues of A and B.  While this was not part of the probabilistic 
calculation, it is hardly surprising that two ions of similar size, chemical properties (e.g. from 
the same group in the periodic table), and/or identical charge tend to have higher gAB values, 
since substitution for each proceeds more readily.  For example, when A = W
6+
, the highest 
gAB value was obtained for B = Mo
6+
, whereas when A = Al
3+
, large gAB values were 
obtained for B = Cr
3+
, Fe
3+
, In
3+
, or Ga
3+
. 
Only charge-balanced crystal structures, and those not already in the ICSD, were considered 
in the theoretical structure prediction results.  In total, 196 hypothetical tungstate structures of 
the general formula NamWnAloOp were generated computationally.  43 of these calculated 
structures were taken forward for full void-space analysis since only these produced cages, 
which are of course necessary for hosting guest molecules or ions.  
Topological Analysis 
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TOPOS methods.  All selected tungstate structures were assessed for their potential for 
hosting the subject guest molecules and ions, using the crystallographic topological analysis 
program package, TOPOS 4.0 Professional.
27
  This enabled the topological classification of 
each tungstate structure, and the determination and analysis of the void space residing within 
its framework.  
This analysis was accomplished by first defining the topological net of each structure using 
the ADS module in TOPOS.  Such nets were identified using graph theory to calculate a map 
of the circuits contained therein by viewing all atoms as nodes, and all bonds as edges, 
thereby ascertaining the geometrical patterns in the crystal structure.  These nets were then 
categorized as n-nodal in the presence of n different kinds of inequivalent vertices in the net.  
The net may contain tiles, defined as generalized polyhedra (cages) which have at least two 
edges incident upon each vertex and two faces incident upon each edge.
39,40
  These tiles are 
described according to how many faces a given tile possesses with each face being defined by 
its m-membered rings.  This nodal/tiling topological representation is illustrated in Figure 2, 
using the example of (1).  The full classification of a net is based on several conventional 
descriptors, which may be used to search the TOPOS Topological Database (TTD) for the 
topological type of the net (for a full explanation and list of these descriptors see 
41,42
). 
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Figure 2.  A 22/11 net using (1) as the example: [3
2
.4
3
.6.7
2
.8
3
] tile, whereby 22/11 
denominates the total number of nodes/tiles; [3
2
.4
3
.6.7
2
.8
3
] indicates the presence of 2 faces 
consisting of 3-membered rings, 3 faces consisting of 4-membered rings, 1 face consisting of 
a 6-membered ring, 2 faces consisting of 7-membered rings (e.g. yellow plane), and 3 faces 
consisting of 8-membered rings (e.g. pink plane). 
 
Void space analysis was then accomplished via a two-step process: the determination of all 
cages found within each structure, prior to calculating the void space volume within each 
cage using Voronoi-Dirichlet polyhedra (VDP).  Thus, a comparison basis for the cavity 
volumes in each structure was established in the first step.  Cages can be found from the net 
topology, and were determined using the ADS module in TOPOS.  For three-dimensional 
periodic framework structures, the circuits formed by the atoms and bonds can be combined 
to form generalized polyhedra that are topologically equivalent to spheres.  For an in-depth 
discussion of cages and tiling, see 
39,43
. 
The second step of void-space analysis comprises the calculation of a Voroni-Dirichlet 
partition of the crystal space for each cage, using the Dirichlet module in TOPOS to construct 
the VDP for all independent framework atoms.  From this partition, the location and size of 
voids were obtained by placing a node at the intersection of four or more VDP vertices.  
Subsequently, the Voroni-Dirichlet partition was reconstructed taking the void nodes into 
account, which resulted in a map of the void space of the structure.  In order to analyze the 
cavity size within individual cages, the cages were isolated and void nodes were generated 
from the atoms forming the cage.  Subsequently, VDP were generated for these void nodes, 
from which their volumes were calculated. 
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Guest volume determination.  The intrinsic volumes of the guest molecules or ions were 
estimated in three different ways.  For individual ions (U, Pu, Cs
+
, Sr
2+
), radii of 1.75 Å, 1.75 
Å, 2.60 Å, and 2.00 Å, respectively, were obtained from the Slater radii
44
 database in 
TOPOS.  Subsequently, these radii where employed to calculate spherical volumes.  The 
volumes of the UO2 and PuO2 oxides were extracted from their previously reported 
experimentally-determined crystal structures, as sourced from the ICSD.  Owing to the three 
dimensional frameworks formed by UO2 and PuO2 crystal structures, volume determination 
of discrete molecules was unfeasible.  Hence, the volumes of a single U or Pu, and the eight 
valence-bonded oxygens for each were determined for chosen samples of UO2
45
 and PuO2,
46
 
respectively. 
Volumes for small guest molecules, such as CO2, CH4, and H2 were established based on 
previously published kinetic diameters (3.3 Å, 3.8 Å, and 2.89 Å, respectively), from which 
spherical volumes were calculated.  As the kinetic diameter represents only the smallest 
dimension of a given molecule, the calculated spherical volumes are necessarily the smallest 
possible volume for that molecule, and there is no consideration of the shape of the molecule 
in this calculation.  This is acceptable as long as an upper bound of guest volumes within a 
cage can be set to provide the necessary latitude to allow for the molecule size to be greater in 
its other dimensions. 
The resulting volumes for all guest molecules and ions were rounded up to the nearest whole 
integer, in order to establish the lowest bound of the desired cage size.  An upper bound was 
set 4 Å
3
 above this lower bound, which should allow the guest some spatial flexibility, 
without allowing more than one guest within a single cage.  An exception to this is H2, where 
a maximum of two molecules may fit in a cage at the upper limit. 
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Results and Discussion 
New Crystal Structures  
NaAlW2O8 (1).  The W-Al network in (1) consists of 4-membered rings with alternating 
octahedrally-coordinated Al and tetrahedrally-coordinated W atoms, whereby Na atoms 
occupy the space between rings (Figure 3 (left)).  One might naturally suppose that the 
framework of (1) would be isostructural to the previously reported MM
’
W2O8 (M, M
’ 
= 
metal) crystal structures, NaCrW2O8 and NaInW2O8, which form layers of polyhedra in the 
order Na, W, In/Cr, W, Na yielding a 2-nodal net of the α-PbO2 topological type.
47
  However, 
it is not; instead, (1) turns out to be isomorphic with the molybdate compound, NaAlMo2O8,
48
 
manifesting coordination polyhedra that form a 6-nodal topological net.  
All atoms in the structural framework of (1) lie on general positions with the exception of the 
Al, which is located on an inversion centre.  The observed W···O bond lengths range from 
1.743 (5) - 1.806 (4) Å, whereas the Al···O bond lengths range from 1.874 (4) - 1.891 (4) Å, 
and the Na···O bond lengths span a range from 2.367 (4) - 2.924 (4) Å.   
NaAlW3O11 (2).  (2) features two tetrahedral and one octahedrally coordinated W, as well as 
one octahedrally-coordinated Al, forming the main part of the network, with Na atoms 
occupying sites inside the framework.  The W-Al network adopts a (3,6)-coordinated 2-nodal 
net which corresponds to a standard toplogical type, 3,6T36.  This network consists of 4-
membered rings of alternating octahedrally-coordinated W and Al, which are connected via 
their apexes to 4-membered rings of alternating octahedrally-coordinated Al and 
tetrahedrally-coordinated W ions (Figure 3 (middle)).  Inclusion of the Na ions results in the 
formation of a 9-nodal net. 
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Na2W2O7 (3).  In contrast to (1) and (2), (3) lacks any Al ions, and so the coordination sites 
of its structure contain exclusively octa- and tetrahedrally coordinated W ions (Figure 3 
(right)). Topologically, this can be classified as a 9-nodal net.  The W network contains long 
chains of octahedrally-coordinated W, wherein the tetrahedrally-coordinated W ions adopt 
alternating positions on both sides of the chain.  The Na ions occupy coordination sites 
between these chains, coordinating to the terminal oxygens of the tetra- and octahedrally-
coordinated W ions.  
 
Figure 3.  The crystal structures of (1) and (2) viewed down the b-axis (left and middle); and 
(3) viewed down the a-axis (right).  
Guest/host comparisons for environmental applications.  In total, 577 crystal structures of 
tungstate-based extended frameworks were surveyed for their prospects as host materials for 
the environmentally important guest molecules or ions: CO2, UO2, PuO2, U, Pu, Sr
2+
, Cs
+
, 
CH4, and H2.  196 were hypothetical crystal structures generated from computational 
predictions, while the other 381 were sourced from (378) previously reported or (3) in-house 
data from diffraction experiments.  Of these, 284 previously reported crystal structures, 43 
hypothetical structures, and the three in-house determined structures produced topological 
tilings; the ten largest cages in these 331 tilings were subsequently identified and their 
corresponding void volumes calculated (see Supporting Information). Possible guest-host 
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matches were then assessed by comparing these void space volumes of the framework 
structures against the size of each subject guest molecule or ion.  
CO2 capture.  The optimal cavity size for the incorporation of CO2 was determined using its 
kinetic diameter of 3.3 Å,
49
 providing a target volume of 19 – 23 Å3.  The structural analysis 
identified 52 previously reported experimentally-determined crystal structures containing 60 
cages with appropriate void space volumes.  Of these, 47 structures had one suitable cage 
volume per structure; the remaining 5 structures contained two or more suitable cages 
(hereafter designated as ‘multiple cages’) per structure.  The subsequent breakdown of all 
suitable cages by type found that 16 cages suited for hosting a guest were found to be the 
largest (primary, 1°) cage formed by the structure, whereas in 17 of the cages it was the 
secondary (2°) cage with suitable void space, and 27 cages of interest were tertiary (3°) or 
higher (3°
+
). Furthermore, five of the compounds contained at least two cages suitable for 
CO2 storage. Among the calculated structures, a total of 13 structures were found to contain 
21 suitable cages (1 x 1°; 3 x 2°; 17 x 3°
+
), with seven of the structures exhibiting multiple 
cages.  None of the in-house experimentally-determined crystal structures (1)-(3) were found 
to contain cages suitable for CO2 containment.  Figure 4 summarizes these statistics, while 
representative example structures from the most common (5- and 6-nodal) nets that 
demonstrate capacity to host CO2 are displayed in Figure 5.  
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Figure 4. (left) Distribution of cage types (1°, 2°, 
3°
+
) of host structures comprising n-nodal nets that 
can incorporate CO2, according to their frequency 
observed in experimental (E) and calculated (C) crystal structures; (right) a list of their 
associated compound identifiers (ICSD number and reference citation).   
 
Compound Cage attribute Ref. [ICSD -paper] 
Li(NbWO6) E, 1° 45799 – [
50] 
Li(TaWO6) E, 1° 45800 – [
50] 
Na(NbWO6) E, 1° 45802 – [
50] 
Na(TaWO6) E, 1° 45803 – [
50] 
Na(VWO6) E, 1° 174133 – [
51] 
BiNdWO6 E, 1° 416789 - [
52] 
KEu(WO4)2 E, 1° 173634 - [
53] 
Ba2SrWO6 E, 1° 246115 - [
54] 
Gd3(BWO9) E, 1° 250417 - [
55] 
Nd3(BWO9) E, 1° 250415 - [
55] 
Sm3(BWO9) E, 1° 250416 - [
55] 
Pr3(BWO9) E, 1° 250414 - [
55] 
Ba11(W4O23) E, 1° 418207 - [
56] 
Li2Zn2(W2O9) E, 1° 160509 - [
57] 
La2(WO4)(Te3O7)2 E, 1° 249538 - [
58] 
Ba2SrWO6 E, 1°- 3° 246108 - [
54] 
Gd(WO4)Cl E, 2° 35292 - [
59] 
Ba2SrWO6 E, 2° 246113 - [
54] 
Eu2(MoW2O12) E, 2° 155946 - [
60] 
Na4Th(WO4)4 E, 2° 422185 - [
61] 
Na5Lu(WO4)4 E, 2° 200930 - [
62] 
Na5Tb(WO4)4 E, 2° 20426 - [
63] 
Na5La(WO4)4 E, 2° 20427 - [
63] 
Sr8Cu(WO6)3 E, 2° 183646 - [
64] 
Hg(WO4) E, 2° 169670 - [
65] 
K(W3O9) E, 2° 100228 - [
66] 
K2W4O13 E, 2° 2412 - [
67] 
Eu2(Mo2WO12) E, 2° 155945 - [
60] 
Hg2(WO4) E, 2° 90085 - [
68] 
Ba2WO5 E, 2° 62489 - [
69] 
K2(WO4) E, 2° 150840 - [
70] 
Li2(W2O7) E, 2°- 3° 1897 - [
71] 
ErBi(W2O9) E, 3° 183443 - [
72] 
EuBi(W2O9) E, 3° 183444 - [
72] 
SmBi(W2O9) E, 3° 183445 - [
72] 
Na3F(WO4) E, 3° 417289 - [
73] 
Na5Y(WO4)4 E, 3° 417143 - [
74] 
UW3O11 E, 3° 81983 - [
75] 
Cu2WO4 E, 3° 62058 - [
76] 
Pb3(WO5)Cl2 E, 3° 89833 - [
77] 
CuDy(WO4)2 E, 4° 73749 - [
78] 
CuEr(WO4)2 E, 4° 73747 - [
78] 
CuLa(W2O8) E, 4° 68614 - [
79] 
Tl2(WO4) E, 4° 8212 - [
80] 
Ce10W22O81 E, 4°- 5° 260095 - [
81] 
Cu2(WO4) E, 5° 202669 - [
82] 
FeCe(WO4)(W2O8) E, 6° 401919 - [
83] 
K2Nb10W7O47 E, 6° 62130 - [
84] 
Al2(WO4)3 E, 6° 73878 - [
85] 
Al2(WO4)3 E, 6° 90936 - [
86] 
Ag26I18(WO4)4 E, 6°- 9° 56852 - [
87] 
Al2(WO4)3 E, 9°- 10° 56827 - [
85] 
Na2W2O7 C, 1°  
Na2WO4 C, 2°  
Na2WO4 C, 2°- 4°  
Na2W2O7 C, 2°- 4°  
Na2W2O7 C, 3°  
Na2W2O7 C, 3°- 4°  
Na2WO4 C, 4°  
Na2W2O7 C, 4°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 4°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 4°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 4°- 5°  
Na2Al2WO7 C, 4°- 5°  
Na2W2O7 C, 7°- 8°  
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Figure 5.  Representative example host framework structures from the two most common 
types of n-nodal nets whose cages have suitable void space volumes (black/grey) to 
accommodate CO2 molecules: 5-nodal (left; Nd3(BWO9) [ICSD ref. 250415 – [
55
]]) and 6-
nodal (right; ErBi(W2O9) [ICSD ref. 183443 – [
72
]]).  
Nuclear waste storage.   
UO2.  The potential inclusion of UO2 was examined on the basis of the TOPOS-generated 
VDP volume for a single cube of 8-coordinated U from the UO2 crystal structure (ICSD 
reference no. 246851 – [45]; space group Fm-3m; unit cell a = 5.468Å).  This produced a 
void-space volume of 63.09 Å
3
 which gave a targeted void space volume of 64 – 68 Å3.  This 
range identified only two suitable cages within previously reported structures, one within 
predicted structures, and two within the in-house structures ((1) and (2)), as seen in Figure 6.  
All structures contained only 1° cages.  With such a limited sampling, there is no net type that 
is more common than any other for hosting UO2.  As such, (1) will serve as the representative 
example structure with a 6-nodal net, shown in Figure 7. 
 
 
 
 
Compound Cage attribute Ref. [ICSD -
paper] 
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Figure 6. (left) Distribution of cage types 
(1°) of host structures comprising n-nodal nets that can incorporate UO2, according to their 
frequency observed in previously reported (E) or newly-determined (N) experimental and 
calculated (C) crystal structures; (right) a list of their associated compound identifiers (ICSD 
number and reference citation). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FeCe(WO4)(W2O8) E, 1° 401919 - [
83
] 
Zr(WO4)2 E, 1° 262062 - [
88
] 
NaAlW2O8 N, 1° This work – [(1)] 
NaAlW3O11 N, 1° This work – [(2)] 
Na2W2O7 C, 1°  
19 
 
 
 
Figure 7.  A 
representative example of a crystal structure (of NaAlW2O8 [this work (1)]) bearing a (n = 6) 
n-nodal net that contains cages with suitable void space volumes (black/grey) to 
accommodate UO2.  
 
PuO2.  Determination of the PuO2 volume followed the same general pattern as for UO2.  The 
VDP volume of a single cube of 8-coordinated Pu was obtained from TOPOS using the PuO2 
crystal structure (ICSD reference no. 55456 – [46], space group Fm-3m, unit cell a = 5.3982 
Å).  This afforded a target void-space volume range of 61 – 65 Å3.  The topological analysis 
identified eight suitable cages amongst seven previously reported crystal structures: 6 x 1°; 2 
x 2°, with one structure containing both 1° and 2° cages of a suitable size; a 3° cage in one 
predicted structure, and a 1° cage in the new structure, (2).  Figure 8 summarizes these 
statistics.  Figure 9 provides a representative example of a tungstate-based framework 
structure belonging to the most common type of n-nodal net (n = 9) that bears a cage suitable 
for PuO2 containment.   
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Figure 8. (left) Distribution of cage types (1°, 2°, 3°) of host structures comprising n-nodal 
nets that can incorporate PuO2, according to their frequency observed in previously reported 
(E) or newly-determined (N) experimental and calculated (C) crystal structures; (right) a list 
of their associated compound identifiers (ICSD number and reference citation). 
 
Compound Cage attribute Ref. [ICSD -paper] 
Zr(WO4)2 E, 1° 262062 - [
88] 
Ba3WO5Cl2 E, 1° 63518 - [
89] 
Er2(WO6) E, 1° 62885 - [
90] 
Y2(WO6) E, 1° 65811 - [
91] 
Gd2WO6 E, 1° 62888 - [
92] 
FeCe(WO4)(W2O8) E, 1° - 2° 401919 - [
83] 
(Na2WO4)(H2O)2 E, 2° 240882 - [
93] 
NaAlW3O11 N, 1° This work – [(2)] 
Na2W4O13 C, 3°  
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Figure 9.  A representative example of a crystal structure (of Y2(WO6) [ICSD ref. 65811 – 
[
91
]]) bearing the most common (n = 9) n-nodal net that contains cages with suitable void 
space volumes (black/grey) to accommodate PuO2.  
 
U or Pu ions.  Although it would be more accurate to investigate ions, differences in reactor 
type, reprocessing, and waste management techniques can result in different states of a given 
ion within the waste material.  In natural water-rock systems, Pu has four oxidation states (3
+
, 
4
+
, 5
+
, 6
+
), while U can often be found as U
4+
 or U
6+
;
94
 as such, it was decided to use the 
atomic radii for these elements since this represents the largest volume that would potentially 
be necessary for encapsulation.  U and Pu atoms presented the same Slater radii
44
 listings in 
TOPOS, and so were considered together in terms of finding suitable host structures to 
contain them.  The associated target void-space volumes were 23-27 Å
3
.  This resulted in the 
selection of 45 previously reported crystal structures that feature 68 suitable cages (11 x 1°; 
18 x 2°; 39 x 3°
+
; 13 x multiple cages); 13 predicted structures (2 x 1°; 6 x 2°; 6 x 3°
+
) one of 
which contains both a 2° and 3° cage; and one newly-determined crystal structure, ((3), 
bearing a 2° cage).  Figure 10 displays these results.  A representative example structure, 
bearing the most common type of n-nodal net (n = 3) whose cages appear to be able to host U 
or Pu ions, is presented in Figure 11.   
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Figure 10. (left) Distribution of cage types (1°, 2°, 3°
+
) of host structures comprising n-nodal 
nets that can incorporate U or Pu ions, according to their frequency observed in previously 
reported (E) or newly-determined (N) experimental and calculated (C) crystal structures; 
(right) a list of their associated compound identifiers (ICSD number and reference citation). 
Compound Cage 
attribute 
Ref. [ICSD -
paper] 
KLu(WO4)2 E, 1° 172510 - [
95
] 
KYb(WO4)2 E, 1° 280877 - [
96
] 
KEr(WO4)2 E, 1° 157832 - [
97
] 
KY(WO4)2 E, 1° 411285 - [
98
] 
KHo(WO4)2 E, 1° 182626 - [
99
] 
Sr2(CuWO6) E, 1° 99303 - [
100
] 
Li2Cu(WO4)2 E, 1° 92854 - [
101
] 
Li2Ni(WO4)2 E, 1° 92853 - [
101
] 
Li2Co(WO4)2 E, 1° 92852 - [
101
] 
Ce10W22O81 E, 1° - 3° 260095 - [
81
] 
Bi2WO6 E, 1° - 3° 171328 - [
102
] 
Dy2(WO4)3 E, 2° 98102 - [
103
] 
Eu2(WO4)3 E, 2° 15877 - [
104
] 
Pb3(WO5)Cl2 E, 2° 89833 - [
77
] 
Pr3(WO6)Cl3 E, 2° 20626 - [
105
] 
La3WO6Cl3 E, 2° 35595 - [
106
] 
Rb12(Nb30W3O90) E, 2° 1505 - [
107
] 
LiY(W2O8) E, 2° 156989 - [
108
] 
ErBi(W2O9) E, 2° 183443 - [
72
] 
EuBi(W2O9) E, 2° 183444 - [
72
] 
SmBi(W2O9) E, 2° 183445 - [
72
] 
Ca4(Al6O12)(WO4) E, 2° 28481 - [
109
] 
Na2(W2O7) E, 2° 1883 - [
32
] 
Sr4(Al6O12)(WO4) E, 2° 28483 - [
109
] 
UW3O11 E, 2° 81983 - [
75
] 
Ba3WO5Cl2 E, 2° - 3° 63518 - [
89
] 
CuSm(W2O8) E, 2° - 3° 68615 - [
79
] 
CuGd(W2O8) E, 3° 75006 - [
110
] 
LiPr(WO4)2 E, 3° 200520 - [
111
] 
CuDy5(WO4)8 E, 3° 380067 - [
112
] 
Tl2(WO4) E, 3° 8212 - [
80
] 
Rb2(WO4) E, 3° 183200 - [
113
] 
Rb(NbW2O9) E, 3° 246143 - [
114
] 
Al2(WO4)3 E, 3° - 5° 73878 - [
85
] 
Al2(WO4)3 E, 3° - 5° 90936 - [
86
] 
FeCe(WO4)(W2O8) E, 4° - 5° 401919 - [
83
] 
U(WO4) E, 4° - 5° 2285 - [
115
] 
Al2(WO4)3 E, 4° - 8° 56827 - [
85
] 
Li2(WO4) E, 5° - 6° 160721 - [
116
] 
Li2(WO4) E, 5° - 6° 15395 - [
117
] 
Sc2(WO4)3 E, 6° 28467 - [
118
] 
In2(WO4)3 E, 6° 99606 - [
119
] 
Ba2P8W32O112 E, 7° - 9° 202484 - [
120
] 
Al2(WO4)3 E, 8° - 10° 73879 - [
85
] 
(Na2WO4)(H2O)2 E, 9° 240882 - [
93
] 
Na2W2O7 N, 2° This work – [(3)] 
Na2WO4 C, 1°  
Na2WO4 C, 1°  
Na4WO5 C, 2°  
Na2WO4 C, 2°  
Na2W2O7 C, 2°  
Na2W2O7 C, 2°  
Na2W2O7 C, 2°  
Na2Al2WO7 C, 2° - 3°  
Na2WO4 C, 3°  
Na2W2O7 C, 3°  
Na2W2O7 C, 3°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 3°  
Na2W2O7 C, 8°  
23 
 
 
Figure 11.  A representative example of a crystal structure (of In2(WO4)3 [ICSD ref. 99606 – 
[
119
]]) featuring the most common (n = 3) n-nodal net that bears cages with suitable void 
space volumes (black/grey) to contain U or Pu ions.  
 
Cs
+
 ions.  The occupational volume for Cs
+
 ions was also obtained from the Slater radius
44
 
parameter in TOPOS, resulting in a target void-space volume of 74 – 78 Å3.  For this range, 
suitable cages in four previously reported (3 x 1°; 1 x 2°) and four predicted (3 x 1°; 1 x 2°) 
structures were identified (Figure 12).  Figure 13 illustrates a representative example of a host 
structure bearing the most common n-nodal set (n = 6) that features suitable cages to contain 
Cs
+
 ions. 
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Compound Cage attribute Ref. [ICSD -
paper] 
Gd(WO4)Cl E, 1° 35292 - [
59
] 
Ca2Ni(WO6) E, 1° 160109 - [
121
] 
Li2(WO4) E, 1° 10479 - [
122
] 
Ca8(Al12O24)(WO4)2 E, 2° 71806 - [
123
] 
Na2W2O7 C, 1°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 1°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 1°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 2°  
 
 
Figure 12. (left) Distribution of cage types (1°, 2°) of host structures comprising n-nodal nets 
that can incorporate Cs
+
 ions, according to their frequency observed in experimental (E) and 
calculated (C) crystal structures; (right) a list of their associated compound identifiers (ICSD 
number and reference citation). 
 
25 
 
Figure 13.  A representative 
example of a crystal structure (of 
Li2(WO4) [ICSD ref. 10479 – 
[
122
]]) displaying the most common 
(n = 6) n-nodal net in which cages 
with suitable void space volumes 
(black/grey) reside to contain Cs
+
 
ions.  
Sr
2+
 ions.  The occupancy volume for Sr
2+
 ions (33.51 Å
3
), was obtained from the Slater 
empirical radius
44
 in TOPOS.  Void-space volume requirements for Sr
2+
 ions generated a 
targeted void space volume of 34 – 38 Å3.  Within this range, the suitable cages of 20 
previously reported structures bearing 24 cages (5 x 1°; 7 x 2°; 13 x 3°
+
; 3 x multiple cages), 
five predicted (1 x 1°; 1 x 2°; 3 x 3°
+
), and one new crystal structure, ((2), bearing a 3° cage) 
were identified (Figure 14). A representative example structure that bears a 3-nodal net, the 
most common type of host framework whose cages appear suited to accommodate Sr
2+
 ions, 
is shown in Figure 15.  
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Figure 14. (left) Distribution of cage types (1°, 2°, 
3°, 3°
+
) of host structures comprising n-nodal nets 
that can incorporate Sr
2+
 ions, according to their 
frequency observed in previously reported (E) or newly-determined (N) experimental and 
calculated (C) crystal structures; (right) a list of their associated compound identifiers (ICSD 
number and reference citation).  
 
 
 
 
Compound Cage attribute Ref. [ICSD -
paper] 
CuGd(W2O8) E, 1° 75006 - [
110
] 
LiY(W2O8) E, 1° 156989 - [
108
] 
Na5La(WO4)4 E, 1° 20427 - [
63
] 
Tl2(WO4) E, 1° 8212 - [
80
] 
(Bi2O2)(W2O7) E, 1° 88428 - [
124
] 
CuEr(WO4)2 E, 2° 73747 - [
78
] 
Rb(NbW2O9) E, 2° 246143 - [
114
] 
CuDy5(WO4)8 E, 2° 380067 - [
112
] 
Rb2(WO4) E, 2° 183200 - [
113
] 
Sc2(WO4)3 E, 2° 28467 - [
118
] 
In2(WO4)3 E, 2° 99606 - [
119
] 
CuDy(WO4)2 E, 2°- 3° 73749 - [
78
] 
Cu2(WO4) E, 3° 202669 - [
82
] 
Li2(WO4) E, 3° 160721 - [
116
] 
Y2(WO4)3 E, 3° 90938 - [
86
] 
Ag26I18(WO4)4 E, 3° 56852 - [
87
] 
Al2(WO4)3 E, 3°- 4° 73879 - [
85
] 
(Na2WO4)(H2O)2 E, 5° 240882 - [
93
] 
In2(WO4)3 E, 6° - 8° 99607 - [
119
] 
Zr(WO4)2 E, 7° 56566 - [
125
] 
NaAlW3O11 N, 3° This work – [(2)] 
Na2W2O7 C, 1°  
Na2W2O7 C, 2°  
Na2W2O7 C, 3°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 4°  
Na2W2O7 C, 6°  
27 
 
Figure 15.  A representative example of a crystal structure (of Sc2(WO4)3 [ICSD ref. 28467 – 
[
118
]]) manifesting the most common (n = 3) n-nodal net that contains cages with suitable 
void space volumes (black/grey) to accommodate Sr
2+
 ions.  
 
Alternative Energy Storage.   
CH4 molecules.  A target void-space volume of 29 – 33 Å
3
 for methane was obtained from a 
kinetic diameter of 3.8 Å.
49
  This resulted in the selection of 41 cages from 33 previously 
reported structures (14 x 1°; 7 x 2°; 20 x 3+°; 7 x multiple cages); 9 cages from 8 predicted 
structures (2 x 1°; 2 x 2°; 5 x 3+°; 1 x multiple cages), and a 1° cage in the newly-determined 
structure of (3).  Figure 16 summarizes these trends.  A representative example structure, 
bearing the most common type of n-nodal net (n = 3) whose cages appear to be able to host 
CH4 molecules, is shown in Figure 17.   
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Figure 16. (left) Distribution of cage types (1°, 2°, 3+°) of host structures comprising n-nodal 
nets that can incorporate CH4 molecules, according to their frequency observed in previously 
reported (E) or newly-determined (N) experimental and calculated (C) crystal structures; 
(right) a list of their associated compound identifiers (ICSD number and reference citation). 
 
Compound Cage 
attribute 
Ref. [ICSD -
paper] 
CsLiWO4 E, 1° 14082 - [
126] 
RbGd(WO4)2 E, 1° 152962 - [
127] 
KBi(WO4)2 E, 1° 391361 - [
128] 
RbNd(WO4)2 E, 1° 155378 - [
129] 
K2(UO2)(W2O8) E, 1° 96443 - [
130] 
Na5Tb(WO4)4 E, 1° 20426 - [
63] 
Hg(WO4) E, 1° 169667 - [
65] 
Li2(UO2)4(WO4)4O E, 1° 99481 - [
131] 
Li2(WO4) E, 1° 14196 - [
132] 
Y2WO6 E, 1° 261479 - [
133] 
K2(W(O2)4) E, 1° 202672 - [
134] 
Na2(W2O7) E, 1° 1883 - [
32] 
K2W4O13 E, 1° 2412 - [
67] 
Ca8(Al12O24)(WO4)2 E, 1° 62988 - [
135] 
U(WO4) E, 2° 2285 - [
115] 
Cu2WO4 E, 2° 62058 - [
76] 
Bi2(WO6) E, 2° 67647 - [
136] 
Al2(WO4)3 E, 2° 73878 - [
85] 
La2(WO4)3 E, 2° 78180 - [
137] 
Al2(WO4)3 E, 2° 90936 - [
86] 
(Bi2O2)(W2O7) E, 2° - 3° 88428 - [
124] 
CuEr(WO4)2 E, 3° 73747 - [
78] 
Rb4H8(H2W12O40)(H2O)18 E, 3° 16468 - [
138] 
Li2(WO4) E, 3° 15395 - [
117] 
Al2(WO4)3 E, 3° 56827 - [
85] 
Sc2(WO4)3 E, 3° - 4° 28467 - [
118] 
In2(WO4)3 E, 3° - 4° 99606 - [
119] 
Cu2(WO4) E, 4° 202669 - [
82] 
Y2(WO4)3 E, 4° - 5° 90938 - [
86] 
Ag26I18(WO4)4 E, 5° 56852 - [
87] 
Al2(WO4)3 E, 5° - 7° 73879 - [
85] 
(Na2WO4)(H2O)2 E, 6° - 7° 240882 - [
93] 
Zr(WO4)2 E, 8° - 9° 56566 - [
125] 
Na2W2O7 N, 1° This work – [(3)] 
Na2WO4 C, 1°  
Na2W2O7 C, 1°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 2°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 2°  
Na2W2O7 C, 4°  
Na2W2O7 C, 5°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 5° - 6°  
Na2W2O7 C, 7°  
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Figure 17.  A representative example of a crystal structure (of Al2(WO4)3 [ICSD ref. 90936 – 
[
86
]]) illustrating the most common n-nodal (n = 3) net in which cages with suitable void 
space volumes (black/grey) can host CH4 molecules.  
 
H2 molecules.  The target volume of H2 was determined using a kinetic diameter of 2.89 Å,
19
 
resulting in a target void-space volume range of 13 – 17 Å3.  190 suitable cages to host H2 
were found in 124 previously reported structures (48 x 1°; 39 x 2°; 103 x 3°
+
; 39 x multiple 
cages ); 39 cages in 23 predicted structures (4 x 1°; 5 x 2°; 30 x 3°
+
; 11 x multiple cages); and 
the in-house determined crystal structure, (3) (4°); as seen in Figure 18.  Interestingly, eight 
of the previously reported, as well as one of the predicted structures, each contain at least four 
suitable types of cages for hosting H2.  Figure 19 displays a representative example of a 
tungstate-based framework structure bearing the most common n-nodal set (n = 3) with 
suitable cages to host H2 molecules. 
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Compound Cage attribute Ref. [ICSD -paper] 
Li(NbWO6) E, 1° 202779 - [
139
] 
Li(NbWO6) E, 1° 202780 - [
139
] 
K((SbW)O6) E, 1° 181570- [
140
] 
Cs(SbWO6) E, 1° 165063 - [
141
] 
KNb(WO6) E, 1° 63562- [
142
] 
AgIn(WO4)2 E, 1° 60373- [
143
] 
LiLaW2O8 E, 1° 261829- [
144
] 
LiGdW2O8 E, 1° 261833- [
144
] 
LiSmW2O8 E, 1° 261831 - [
144
] 
LiEuW2O8 E, 1° 261832 - [
144
] 
LiNdW2O8 E, 1° 261830 - [
144
] 
Cs(TaWO6) E, 1° 165061- [
141
] 
NaBi(WO4)2 E, 1° 168136- [
145
] 
Pb2Co(WO6) E, 1° 77912 - [
146
] 
Sr2Zn(WO6) E, 1° 72811 - [
147
] 
Sr2Mg(WO6) E, 1° 152575 - [
148
] 
Ba2(CoWO6) E, 1° 97029 - [
149
] 
Ba2CoWO6 E, 1° 27425 - [
150
] 
Ba2NiWO6 E, 1° 27426 - [
150
] 
Ba2(FeWO6) E, 1° 95520 - [
151
] 
Pb2Mg(WO6) E, 1° 67880 - [
152
] 
Ba2ZnWO6 E, 1° 423034 - [
153
] 
Ba2Ca(WO6) E, 1° 245599 - [
154
] 
NaIn(WO4)2 E, 1° 16263 - [
155
] 
Ni(WO4) E, 1° 16685 - [
156
] 
CrWO4 E, 1° 36213 - [
157
] 
Ca(WO4) E, 1° 155424 - [
158
] 
Ca(WO4) E, 1° 155423 - [
158
] 
NaIn(WO4)2 E, 1° 28098 - [
159
] 
Sr(WO4) E, 1° 155425 - [
158
] 
Pb(WO4) E, 1° 155522 - [
160
] 
Ba(WO4) E, 1° 155513 - [
160
] 
Pb2Co(WO6) E, 1° 72905 - [
161
] 
Ba2MgWO6 E, 1° 423033 - [
153
] 
Na2(WO4) E, 1° 44524 - [
162
] 
Hg(WO4) E, 1° 169671 - [
65
] 
Nd(WO3N) E, 1° - 2°  99740 - [
163
] 
NaDy(WO4)2 E, 1° - 2° 248012 - [
164
] 
NaBi(WO4)2 E, 1° - 2° 83318 - [
165
] 
NaNd(WO4)2 E, 1° - 2° 66091 - [
166
] 
NaGd(WO4)2 E, 1° - 2° 157390 - [
167
] 
NaLa(WO4)2 E, 1° - 2° 66090 - [
166
] 
Pb(WO4) E, 1° - 2° 75981 - [
168
] 
(LiLa)(WO4)2 E, 1° - 2° 184015 - [
169
] 
Sr(WO4) E, 1° - 3° 155426 - [
158
] 
Pb(WO4) E, 1° - 3° 155518 - [
160
] 
Na2ZrW3O12 E, 1° - 3° 20405 - [
170
] 
Eu3(BWO9) E, 1° - 4° 39810 - [
171
] 
KLa(WO4)2 E, 2° 95541 - [
172
] 
CsLu(WO4)2 E, 2° 202270 - [
173
] 
KEu(WO4)2 E, 2° 173634 - [
53
] 
KLu(WO4)2 E, 2° 172510 - [
95
] 
KYb(WO4)2 E, 2° 280877 - [
96
] 
KEr(WO4)2 E, 2° 157832 - [
97
] 
KY(WO4)2 E, 2° 411285 - [
98
] 
KHo(WO4)2 E, 2° 182626 - [
99
] 
Ba(TeW2O9) E, 2° 281502 - [
174
] 
La3(BWO9) E, 2° 39809 - [
171
] 
Eu3(BWO9) E, 2° 150338 - [
175
] 
Dy3(BWO9) E, 2° 250419 - [
55
] 
Tb3(BWO9) E, 2° 250418 - [
55
] 
Gd3(BWO9) E, 2° 250417 - [
55
] 
Nd3(BWO9) E, 2° 250415 - [
55
] 
Sm3(BWO9) E, 2° 250416 - [
55
] 
Pr3(BWO9) E, 2° 250414 - [
55
] 
KBi(WO4)2 E, 2° 391361 - [
128
] 
La2(WO4)(Te3O7)2 E, 2° 249538 - [
58
] 
Ba11(W4O23) E, 2° 418207 - [
56
] 
Y2WO6 E, 2° 261479 - [
133
] 
K2(TeW3O12) E, 2° 97506 - [
176
] 
Rb2(W2O7) E, 2° 300230 - [
177
] 
Hg(WO4) E, 2° 169667 - [
65
] 
LiW3O9 E, 2° - 3° 38310 - [
178
] 
Li2(UO2)(WO4)2 E, 2° - 3° 99480 - [
131
] 
 
   
Compound Cage attribute Ref. [ICSD - paper] 
NdNa5(WO4)4 E, 2°- 4° 6145 - [
179
] 
BiLaWO6 E, 3° 416793 - [
52
] 
BiNdWO6 E, 3° 416789 - [
52
] 
Pr3(WO6)Cl3 E, 3° 20626 - [
105
] 
La3WO6Cl3 E, 3° 35595 - [
106
] 
LiY(W2O8) E, 3° 156989 - [
108
] 
KNd(WO4)2 E, 3° 9364 - [
180
] 
Ca3WO5Cl2 E, 3° 2335 - [
181
] 
Li2(UO2)4(WO4)4O E, 3° 99481 - [
131
] 
Nd(WO4)(OH) E, 3° 27731 - [
182
] 
Pb6B2WO12 E, 3° 261534 - [
183
] 
Rb2(TeW3O12) E, 3° 97507 - [
176
] 
K2(UO2)(W2O8) E, 3° - 5° 96443 - [
130
] 
Li2Cu(WO4)2 E, 3° - 5° 92854 - [
101
] 
Na4Th(WO4)4 E, 3° - 5° 422185 - [
61
] 
Li2Ni(WO4)2 E, 3° - 5° 92853 - [
101
] 
Li2Co(WO4)2 E, 3° - 6° 92852 - [
101
] 
Na2W2O7(H2O) E, 3° - 6° 408189 - [
184
] 
Na3F(WO4) E, 4° 417289 - [
73
] 
Rb4H8(H2W12O40)(H2O)18 E, 4° 16468 - [
138
] 
Na2(W2O7) E, 4° 1883 - [
32
] 
K2W4O13 E, 4° 2412 - [
67
] 
Ca8(Al12O24)(WO4)2 E, 4° 71806 - [
123
] 
UW3O11 E, 4° 81983 - [
75
] 
ErBi(W2O9) E, 4° - 5° 183443 - [
72
] 
EuBi(W2O9) E, 4° - 5° 183444 - [
72
] 
Rb2(WO4) E, 4° - 5° 183200 - [
113
] 
Li2(W2O7) E, 4° - 5° 1897 - [
71
] 
SmBi(W2O9) E, 4° - 5° 183445 - [
72
] 
Bi2WO6 E, 4° - 6° 171328 - [
102
] 
Na5Lu(WO4)4 E, 4° - 7° 200930 - [
62
] 
Na5Tb(WO4)4 E, 4° - 7° 20426 - [
63
] 
Rb12(Nb30W3O90) E, 5° 1505 - [
107
] 
CuGd(W2O8) E, 5° - 6° 75006 - [
110
] 
LiPr(WO4)2 E, 5° - 6° 200520 - [
111
] 
Na5Y(WO4)4 E, 5° - 9° 417143 - [
74
] 
Na5La(WO4)4 E, 5° - 9° 20427 - [
63
] 
CuDy(WO4)2 E, 6° 73749 - [
78
] 
CuEr(WO4)2 E, 6° 73747 - [
78
] 
CuSm(W2O8) E, 6° 68615 - [
79
] 
CuLa(W2O8) E, 6° - 7° 68614 - [
79
] 
Al2(WO4)3 E, 7° 73878 - [
85
] 
Al2(WO4)3 E, 7° 90936 - [
86
] 
Sc2(WO4)3 E, 7° 28467 - [
118
] 
U(WO4) E, 7° - 8° 2285 - [
115
] 
K2Nb10W7O47 E, 7° - 8° 62130 - [
84
] 
Cu2(WO4) E, 7° - 10° 202669 - [
82
] 
Ce10W22O81 E, 8° - 10° 260095 - [
81
] 
Ag26I18(WO4)4 E, 9° 56852 - [
87
] 
FeCe(WO4)(W2O8) E, 9° - 10° 401919 - [
83
] 
Na2W2O7 N, 4° This work – [(3)] 
NaAlW2O8 C, 1°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 1° - 2°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 1° - 2°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 1° - 2°  
Na2WO4 C, 2°  
Na2W2O7 C, 2° - 3°  
Na2WO4 C, 3°  
Na2WO4 C, 3°  
Na2W2O7 C, 3°  
Na4WO5 C, 3° - 4°  
Na2W2O7 C, 4°  
Na2W4O13 C, 4°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 4°  
Na2W2O7 C, 5°  
Na2WO4 C, 5° - 6°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 5° - 6°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 5° - 7°  
Na2W2O7 C, 5° - 9°  
Na2W4O13 C, 6°  
NaAlW2O8 C, 6°  
NaAlWO5 C, 6° - 7°  
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NaAlW2O8 C, 6° - 8°  
Na2W2O7 C, 10°  
 
 
Figure 18. (top) Distribution of cage types (1°, 2°, 3°
+
, 4°) of host structures comprising n-
nodal nets that can incorporate H2 molecules, according to their frequency observed in 
previously reported (E) or newly-determined (N) experimental and calculated (C) crystal 
structures; (bottom) a list of their associated compound identifiers (ICSD number and 
reference citation). 
 
Figure 19.  A representative example of a crystal structure (of Pb2Co(WO6) [ICSD ref. 72905 
– [161]]) displaying the most common n-nodal (n = 3) net in which cages with suitable void 
space volumes (black/grey) can host H2 molecules.  
 
General trends  
Topological patterns and frequency trends in guest-host matching preferences.  One of 
the main objectives of this study was the discovery of potential trends in topological patterns 
of tungstate framework structures with respect to their desired guest type.  The results of the 
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experimentally-determined structures clearly demonstrate that for smaller (H2, U or Pu) and 
medium-sized (CH4, or Sr
2+
) guests, compounds with 3-nodal nets are the most abundant.  In 
this context, the small guest molecule CO2 is an exception since it prefers 5- and 6-nodal 
structures.  Within each of the predominant net classifications, the majority of the best suited 
cages for guests were found to be 3°, aside from those involving the two smallest guest types.  
Here, CO2 is best hosted almost exclusively in 1°, 2°, or 3° cages of 5- or 6-nodal nets, 
whereas H2 finds suitable host accommodation predominantly in the 1° cages of 3-nodal nets.  
It transpires that the three largest guests, PuO2, UO2, and Cs
+
, prefer higher-nodal nets, and 
they can be hosted exclusively in 1° cages within their preferred n-nodal nets.   
In contrast, computationally-derived structures indicate that tungstate frameworks with 
higher-order nodal nets are preferred hosts, and several guest types (CO2, H2, CH4) showed 
promise for their inclusion into 11-nodal net structures.  The preferred hosts for U and Pu 
ions were 4-nodal nets, whereas Cs
+
 preferred 6-nodal nets.  For PuO2, and UO2 only one 
calculated structure, featuring an 8-nodal, and a 10-nodal net, respectively, was deemed a 
suitable host, while Sr
2+
 guests did not exhibit any dominant net-type for their host structures.  
Experimentally-derived versus hypothetical tungstates structures: trends and biases.  
This discrepancy in host-guest matching preferences between predicted- and experimentally-
determined structures may arise from a variety of factors.  Firstly, this is a rather complicated 
comparison, given that the computationally-determined hypothetical structures exclusively 
considered possible variations of NaaAlbWcOd (where a, c, d may be any integer and b may 
be any integer or zero), whereas the generated set of experimentally-determined structures 
was far less restrictive: including any structure that contains W, O, and one or two other 
elements.  The host-guest matching preferences determined using the computationally-
derived structural set might naturally be refined if hypothetical tungstate structures were 
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generated for all of the possible chemical compositions that are accepted in the 
experimentally-derived structural set; although such a quest would be computationally 
expensive and laborious.  So turning this problem on its head, if all compounds with the 
general formula NaaXbWcOd (where X is any element) are isolated from the experimentally-
derived structural data set, a preference trend towards nets of higher order - mostly 5-, 8-, and 
9-nodal nets - can be observed, i.e. experimental and computational results apparently tend 
towards a common preference of higher-order nodal nets as suitable hosts.  However, with 
one exception, these trends have to be considered with caution, owing to the very limited 
numbers of compounds available for each guest type as a result of this data restriction.  The 
exception concerns the set of possible hosts for H2; in this case, 3-nodal nets remained 
preferred for both the full experimental findings and within this experimental source 
restriction to NaaXbWcOd.  
Secondly, this host-guest matching preference discrepancy may be due to the generated cage 
volumes in the theoretically-calculated structures, which were typically larger than those 
encountered in experimentally determined structures. Nonetheless, observed differences are 
cage size and type dependent. For example, primary cages for the largest cage sizes compare 
well between hypothetically and experimentally generated structures (329.35 Å
3
 and 326.95 
Å
3
, respectively, on average). Discord appears more at the detailed level and this reflects 
more of a classification problem than a straight-forward difference between theory and 
experiment. This can be illustrated by a consideration of some primary cage statistics. If these 
primary cage sizes are separated into volumes ranges, and a percentage is constructed for the 
number of primary cages found in each volume range versus the total number of primary 
cages, differences become more apparent. In this respect, experimental structures have 8% of 
primary cages in the >100 Å
3
 range, 16% within 50-100 Å
3
, 31% within 20-50 Å
3
, and 45% 
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<20 Å
3
.  In contrast, calculated structures have 35% of primary cages in the >100 Å
3 
range, 
23% within 50-100 Å
3
, 33% within 20-50 Å
3
, and 9% <20 Å
3
.  In addition, a greater number 
of distinct cages were found in many cases for the theoretically calculated structures.  Again, 
some statistics are helpful for explanation: 62.3% of experimental structures possess 1-10 
total cages, 24.3% have 11-20 total cages, 8.1% have 21-30 total cages, 4.2% have 31-40 
total cages, 0.7% have 41-50 total cages, and 0.4% have >50 total cages.  In contrast, 18.6% 
of calculated structures have 1-10 total cages, 39.5% have 11-20 total cages, 14.0% have 21-
30 total cages, 9.3% have 31-40 total cages, 2.3% have 41-50 total cages, and 16.3% have 
>50 total cages. Furthermore, despite comprising a higher absolute number of cages, often 
fewer cages of distinct volumes were found for the calculated relative to the experimental 
structures owing to many cages numerically producing the same volume as other cages 
within a single structure. 
Thirdly, databases of experimentally-determined crystal structures contain an intrinsic 
chemical bias since the determination of a crystal structure is predicated on a systematic 
distortion of chemical space, on several accounts.  For example, some classes of chemicals 
are easier to crystallize than others, and obtaining crystals of a compound naturally facilitates 
its likelihood of associated crystal structure determination.  Certain families of compounds 
will also appear in a crystal structure database with greater frequency than others, or even 
exist in duplicate or manifold.  Possible causes of this include synthetic efforts being prolific 
in a specific area of chemistry where compounds are in vogue for a popular application; or 
the prevalence of polymorphism in a series of chemicals that issues duplicate chemical 
structures that bear different space groups. 
In the context of the subject study, this chemical bias could manifest as clusters of preferred 
nets owing to the large grouping of chemical families with similar structures. Indeed, such 
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clustering is borne out in this study.  One example of it features in the list of ‘ideal net’ 
compounds that could host H2, which includes five compounds with the formula LiXW2O8 
(X = lanthanide).  These families of compounds will naturally form similar nets, as their 
chemical connectivity is similar.  Another example concerns the possible hosts for CH4, 
amongst which four different space groups of Al2(WO4)3 can be found: Pbcn, Pnca, P21/n, 
and P21, i.e. the replication of chemical formula but distinguished by polymorphism.  Again, 
all of these result in the same, or similar, nets.  
While computationally-derived structural data sets also have the ability to feature chemical 
bias, such bias would have to be generated by the user, and good practice in computational 
research is usually able to circumvent any significant biases at the level of those present in 
large sets of experimental data.  This experimental bias therefore augments the level of 
discrepancy between experimental and computationally derived host-guest matching 
preferences. 
 
How do the in-house determined crystal structures (1)-(3) rate as potential hosts and 
present within the broader set of tungstate structural frameworks?  The in-house 
determined crystal structure of (1) contained only two cages: one relatively large (66.03 Å
3
), 
and a relatively small one (5.28 Å
3
).  These cages were only able to accommodate one of the 
guest types (UO2) explored in this study.  The crystal structure of (1) represents the first 
report of its structural type for the formula, NaAlW2O8.  Hypothetical structures that 
conformed to the same formula, but exhibited different frameworks, were nonetheless 
identified; and when taken collectively, they were predicted to be able to accommodate all 
but two guest types (PuO2, and UO2).   
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Void-space analysis indicates that the crystal structure of (2) can accommodate PuO2, UO2, 
or Sr
2+
.  The rarity of this crystal structure is even more stark than that of (1), being the first 
report of any structural type with formula, NaAlW3O11.  The fact that not even any 
hypothetical structures of this formula were predicted via the computational aspect of this 
study is particularly interesting.  As noted earlier, the fundamental strategy behind the 
structure prediction method used herein is based on the statistical likelihood of ionic 
substitution of previously reported crystal structures.  The lack of any hypothetical structures 
of this formula in its prediction set is therefore symptomatic of no other previously reported 
experimental structures of this formula well beyond just tungstates.  It would thus seem that 
the crystal structure of (2) is rare indeed, to the extent that it could now be used as an 
exemplar to help ionic substitution methods start to predict isomorphous structures of other 
(non-tungstate) inorganic frameworks.  The structure determination of (2) was in fact 
particularly challenging, and so the use of this first structural exemplar in concert with this 
type of structural prediction method could go one step further, by offering computation the 
possibility to help guide the experimental crystallographer to probable solutions of 
isomorphous structures.  An example of such a concerted approach, whose premise is built 
upon similar lines, is that of Meredig and Wolverton.
185
     
Among the three in-house determined crystal structures, (3) offers the most options for 
hosting the guests explored in this study, being able to accommodate U or Pu ions as well as 
CH4 and H2 molecules.  In addition, the corresponding hypothetical structures of Na2W2O7 
were able to host all guests, except for PuO2, in at least one manifestation of this chemical 
formula.  It is worth remembering that the room-temperature crystal structure of (3) has been 
reported previously, so statistical inferences behind the structure prediction method used in 
this study are facilitated with pre-existing crystal structure evidence.  The fact that (3) differs 
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from (1) and (2) by its chemical lack of Al is presumably also significant to the nature of 
these host-guest matching preferences.  In any event, the finding that (3) offers the most 
abundant selection of host-guest matching preferences amongst our three in-house available 
materials, means that we now have a practical guide forward for prioritizing experimental 
host-guest adsorption studies on these compounds. 
 
Concluding remarks and future outlook 
Void space analysis of 577 tungstate crystal structures, mined from experimentally- and 
computationally-derived data sources, offers an important first step towards identifying new 
host materials for environmentally important small molecules and ions.  196 hypothetical 
tungstate structures were generated using the recently developed structure prediction methods 
that exploit the statistical likelihood of ionic substitution;
38
 378 experimentally determined 
crystal structures of tungstates were sourced from the ICSD and coupled with three in-house 
crystal structure determinations of tungstate materials, (1)-(3).  It transpired that NaAlW2O8 
(1) and NaAlW3O11 (2) present somewhat rare crystal structures; and while (2) appears well 
suited to host several nuclear waste materials, Na2W2O7 (3) is predisposed to accommodate 
small molecules, CH4 and H2, for alternative energy applications, as well as industrially 
relevant ions for containing nuclear waste.    
Beyond the immediate practical considerations of these three in-house available materials, the 
data-mining aspect of this study pinpoints a number of other tungstate framework structures 
that can, when taken collectively, host the entire range of environmentally important 
molecules and ions explored in this study (CO2, UO2, PuO2, U, Pu, Cs
+
, Sr
2+
, CH4, and H2).  
To this end, these results offer good prospects for tungstate compounds as viable host 
materials for environmental storage applications.  Some of these other tungstate structures 
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may even host certain guests better than the in-house tungstate materials immediately 
available to us.  However, the scope of this study essentially provides a binary outcome for a 
given framework structure: either the structure is, or is not, able to host a given guest.  While 
this study illustrates a preference to certain types of n-nodal structures by virtue of their 
observed frequency, this does not imply directly that these preferred hosts are superior to 
those less commonly found.  There are currently no formal ranking criteria that define one 
tungstate compound over another as being better able to host a given type of guest.  It would 
be natural to develop such a ranking formalism as these void-space analysis methods 
continue to evolve. To this end, comparison with other host/guest prediction methods, such as 
channel evaluation,
26
 or substructural similarity functions
186
 might prove useful.  This will 
further assist the experimentally-minded materials scientist in selecting their host material to 
most optimally store small, but environmentally important, molecules or ions.  
Notwithstanding the powerful practical bearing of generating a catalogue of material 
selections that could ultimately allow one to simply ‘dial up’ a request to match a host 
structure to a desired guest, it should also be remembered that the currently predicted host 
frameworks have hypothetical as well as experimental crystal structure origins, so some of 
these tungstate materials have yet to be experimentally realized; the combined sets of 
experimentally and computationally generated data are also currently limited.  In the spirit of 
considering further developments of this approach, a more explicit parameterization of guest 
shape may also help to refine the host-guest matching preferences predicted by this study. 
Looking ahead, it should be remembered that this study has only shown how to physically fit 
guest types into cages of host structures; it has not considered the fabrication method of the 
host-guest composite.  Indeed, this is a study in its own right, and much research has been 
engaged with studying the dynamic processes associated with adsorption of a specific guest 
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into an individual host;
187,188
 or nanofabrication routes that render in situ host-guest synthesis 
where the guest is embedded into the host in a concerted fashion.
189,190
  The subject study 
represents more of a ‘ship in a bottle’ perspective, considering the final outcome, pending the 
experimental adsorption conditions (heat, pressure, reaction phase, etc) or concerted host-
guest nanofabrication methods can be resolved.  Ideally, this ‘ship in a bottle’ approach, 
which surveys a broad set of structures, will ultimately go hand-in-hand with simulations of 
adsorption dynamics or nanofabrication of individual guest-host composites, that can be 
short-listed via our procedure; with auxiliary considerations that ensure chemical 
compatibility between host and guest.  Creating such a unified effort will enable an ‘all-in-
one’ prediction of molecular storage capabilities and its associated synthetic processing.  
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Synopsis: Topological analysis is employed to match the size and shape of voids (white) 
within tungstate host structures (blue) to that of environmentally important guest 
molecules, atoms or ions, which need a storage medium. 
 
 
 
